ONE

A FEW CRUMBLING BUILDINGS stand beside an unpaved road overgrown with sagebrush. Paint and plaster
long since have vanished; bare timbers are exposed to
the harshness of the western sun and the fierceness of
the winter gales. This shattered ruin was once a bank
where weary miners stood in line to deposit their new
wealth. This gaunt hovel beside it used to be a wild
saloon, alive with the sounds of singing and carousing,
the jangling chords of a honkytonk piano, the grunts
of poker players, the occasional blasts of gunfire. Over
here was a grand hotel, but the red carpets and glittering chandeliers disappeared long ago, and the last champagne cork was popped here when Teddy Roosevelt
was in the White House. These dimly seen lines in the
ground mark the foundations of houses, for there was
a time when five thousand people lived in this town.
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That narrow path winding into the mountains leads to
the mines . . . the mines whose gold made this town
sprout overnight.
When the gold gave out, the town died. The yellow
metal no longer came forth, and the miners drifted
away, off to seek treasure in more likely quarters. The
population dropped slowly but steadily, until only the
diehards remained, those who still felt there was life in
the mines. A hundred and fifty people hung on in what
had been a town of thousands. Windows broke and
never were repaired. Wild creatures moved into the
abandoned cabins. The gravestones of heroes toppled
in the town cemetery, and the names of the heroes were
forgotten. In time the hard core of settlers also moved
away, leaving just the dead husk of the town.
No one has ever counted the ghost towns of the
American West. A true census is impossible, for hundreds of them have gone without a trace, completely
obliterated by time and the elements. No western state
is without its ghost towns, those poignant reminders
of an America never to return. They were cities of
dreams—mining camps that sprang up during the great
gold rushes of the nineteenth century, grew with sudden furious energy, enjoyed a decade or two of gaudy
life, and then faded and perished. From the parched
deserts of Arizona and New Mexico to the high plateau
of Oregon, from the Sierra Nevada country of Cali-
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fornia to the Dakota Badlands, these relics of the pioneering days mark the excitement and gaiety of the
boom-time era of the old West.
There are degrees of ghostliness among the ghost
towns. Not every mining camp met the same sort of
death, and some did not die at all. The mines are still
going strong in places like Butte, Montana, and Globe,
Arizona; a few traces of the old days are visible, but
these have become modern cities, very much alive. In
some of the other early mining towns, the mines have
played out, but other industries have developed: farming, cattle raising, lumbering, or, as in the cases of Virginia City, Nevada, and Tombstone, Arizona, tourism.
In these places many of the original buildings of the
gold-rush days are carefully preserved to attract visitors.
Then there are the partial ghost towns, such as Goldfield, Nevada, and Deadwood, South Dakota, where
sections of the town are still inhabited and some mining
still is done, but where the early buildings survive like
windows into yesterday. And there are the true ghost
towns, wholly deserted or perhaps inhabited by one or
two families—stark, somber collections of tumbledown
shacks, withering into nothingness, sleeping their final
sleep. Bodie, California, and Bullfrog, Nevada, belong
in this class. Lastly, there are the mining camps that the
scythe of time has completely cut away. Nothing at
all remains, except perhaps the stump of a building
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jutting above the barren soil or the shadowy outlines of
vanished streets. Typical ghosts of this sort are Silver
Reef, Utah, and Charleston, Arizona.
All these ghost towns are the heritage of the mining
booms that began in 1849 in California, when men from
all over the world stampeded toward the Sierra Nevada
Mountains in search of quick wealth. Some of those
who went West in '49 achieved great fortunes; most
did not, and turned away, disappointed but always optimistic, ready to follow any rumor of a gold discovery.
Fickle and easily tempted, these prospectors rarely
stayed in one place long. Towns sprang up and grew
like mushrooms while the mining was good, but they
could perish as easily as they had been founded. The
pattern was repeated again and again: a strike of gold,
an influx of miners, the birth of a bustling camp. Then
came those who hoped to get rich serving the miners:
the saloonkeepers, the bankers, the laundrymen, the
grocery-store operators, the surveyors and engineers,
the gafriblers. Presto, a mining camp became a town! A
town became a city! Within three or four years, a collection of tents might turn into a metropolis with an
opera house, a sumptuous hotel, a row of thriving shops.
And then the flow of treasure from the earth slackened,
or someone came into town with tales of even easier
wealth somewhere else. Off the miners went, laughing,
quarreling, predicting bonanzas in the next range of
mountains, leaving behind a dying town. Perhaps later
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on, other prospectors would come and find new treasure
there—silver or copper instead of gold, maybe—and a
second cycle of feverish growth would begin. Some of
the mining camps went through three or four lifetimes
this way before sinking into their last slumber.
It did not take long for these ghost towns to begin
appearing. By the end of 1850 California was dotted
with mining camps that had played out fast. The village of Washington, California, on the Yuba River, had
a lifetime of little more than a year; what had seemed to
be a rich strike of gold turned out otherwise, and the
miners departed, leaving behind their cabins and stores
and a large hotel. The story was a common one. Mark
Twain, who lived in California and Nevada during
some of the liveliest years of the mining boom, described the abandoned mines of California's Sacramento
Valley in his book Roughing It, published in 1871:
It was in this Sacramento Valley . . . that a deal of the
most lucrative of the early gold-mining was done, and
you may still see, in places, its grassy slopes and levels
torn and guttered and disfigured by the avaricious
spoilers of fifteen and twenty years ago. You may see
such disfigurements far and wide over California—and
in some such places, where only meadows and forests are
visible—not a living creature, not a house, no stick or
stone or remnant of a ruin, and not a sound, not even a
whisper to disturb the Sabbath stillness—you will find
it hard to believe that there stood at one time a fiercely
flourishing little city, of two thousand or three thousand
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souls, with its newspaper, fire company, brass band,
volunteer militia, bank, hotels, noisy Fourth-of-July processions and speeches, gambling-hells crammed with tobacco-smoke, profanity, and rough-bearded men of all
nations and colors, with tables heaped with gold-dust
sufficient for the revenues of a German principality—
streets crowded and rife with business—town lots worth
four hundred dollars a front foot—labor, laughter, music, dancing, swearing, fighting, shooting, stabbing—a
bloody inquest and a man for breakfast every morning—
everything that delights and adorns existence—all the
appointments and appurtenances of a thriving and prosperous and promising young city—and now nothing is
left of it but a lifeless, homeless solitude. The men are
gone, the houses have vanished, even the name of the
place is forgotten. In no other land, in modern times,
have towns so absolutely died and disappeared, as in the
old mining regions of California.
Those who came looking for gold drew this ringing
epitaph from Mark Twain:
It was a driving, vigorous, restless population in those
days. It was a curious population. It was the only population of the kind that the world has ever seen gathered
together, and it is not likely that the world will ever
see its like again. For, observe, it was an assemblage of
two hundred thousand young men—not simpering,
dainty, kid-gloved weaklings, but stalwart, muscular,
dauntless young braves, brimful of push and energy, and
royally endowed with every attribute that goes to make
up a peerless and magnificent manhood—the very pick
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and choice of the world's glorious ones. No women, no
children, no gray and stooping veterans—none but erect,
bright-eyed, quick moving, strong-handed young giants
—the strangest population, the finest population, the
most gallant host that ever trooped down the startled
solitudes of an unpeopled land. And where are they
now? Scattered to the ends of the earth—or prematurely aged and decrepit—or shot and stabbed in street
affrays—or dead of disappointed hopes and broken hearts
—all gone, or nearly all—victims devoted upon the altar
of the golden calf—the noblest holocaust that ever
wafted its sacrificial incense heavenward. It is pitiful to
think upon.
As Mark Twain once said in another connection, this
report is greatly exaggerated. Looking back on his
western experiences from a distance of five or six years
as he wrote, he saw only the "stalwart, muscular, dauntless young braves," and conveniently forgot about most
of the real miners in those early camps, who were
ragged, unshaven, unbathed, greedy, uncouth, stained
with the juice of chewing tobacco, fond of gambling,
drinking, and shedding blood, and all in all something
less than "the very pick and choice of the world's glorious ones." Yet there is truth in his romantically exaggerated description. For a short-lived mbment, the West
was a magnet for restless men of all sorts, whose flamboyant exploits created a new mythology for a new
nation. The ghost towns that remain are symbols of a
high-spirited, free-wheeling era of gold and glory, and
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of fearless men who ventured into unknown deserts and
mountains to wrest treasure from the earth.
Dreams of gold have obsessed men since early times.
Gold is a beautiful metal, heavy and gleaming; it does
not rust, it is easily worked into jewelry or coinage, and
it is scarce enough to be highly desirable. Three thousand years ago, Phoenician miners quarried gold in
Spain. The treasure fleets of King Solomon journeyed
down the Red Sea to long lost mines in Tarshish and
Ophir. "Men now worship gold to the neglect of the
gods," grumbled the Roman poet Propertius. There
was never enough gold in circulation to suit man's
needs, and so the quest was unending.
In the late fifteenth century, a Genoese navigator
named Christopher Columbus heard the tales of the
Florentine geographer Toscanelli, who spoke of the
fabled cities of the Orient, of the glittering capitals of
the Khan of Cathay, of the island of Cipangu, Japan,
which was "rich in gold, pearls, and gems: the temples
and palaces are roofed with solid gold." Columbus went
west looking for Cipangu and Cathay, and unexpectedly
stumbled upon two huge continents that blocked the
route by sea from Europe to Asia. He found gold, too,
but other men reaped the real harvest of the Americas.
Cortes conquered the fabulous Aztec kingdom of Mexico and sent cascades of treasure into Spanish coffers.
A few years later, Pizarro humbled the proud Incas of
8
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Peru, gaining an even more astonishing bounty of gold.
Their successes inspired others, who sought in vain. All
during the sixteenth century, deluded men roamed
South America in search of El Dorado, a mythical kingdom overflowing with precious metals. Another band
of gold-hungry fanatics stumbled into New Mexico,
hoping to find the legendary Seven Cities of Cibola,
where the streets were supposedly paved with pure
gold. All they found were the mud-walled villages of
the Pueblo Indians. Though these early explorers came
upon silver mines and occasionally some gold, they
never managed to equal the incredible yield of Mexico
and Peru. Gradually the gold fever subsided. During
the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries, much of what is now the western United States
was under Spanish rule, and the Spaniards, having given
up the quest for treasure, had settled down as ranchers
and farmers. Arizona, New Mexico, and California had
a few small towns; the rest was untamed wilderness.
In 1821 Mexico gained her independence from Spain,
and took control of the American Southwest. The land
to the north, sweeping from the Mississippi to the Pacific, belonged to the United States, having come to us
in the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, but no one had tried
to open mines there; the northern pioneers were trappers and traders dealing in furs. Everyone suspected
that the West held great mineral wealth, but in all that
10
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vastness there seemed no way to know where to begin
looking. There were rumors of gold here, gold there,
but only rumors.
The real westward movement began to get under
way around 1840. Times were hard east of the Mississippi; the panic of 1837 had paralyzed business throughout the United States, and jobs were difficult to find.
An endless frontier beckoned to hungry men. "Oregon fever" and "California fever" became contagious,
and trains of covered wagons started to crawl through
the immense unknown western lands.
These pioneers were not particularly seeking gold.
They wanted a place to settle and raise cattle or crops;
they were convinced that beyond the treeless sprawl of
the prairies and the bleak dryness of the great deserts
there were fertile valleys free for the taking. To Oregon they headed first, since it belonged to the United
States; then they started filtering into the Mexican-held
lands to the south, which were sparsely populated. The
first overland party gathered in Independence, Missouri,
in the spring of 1841: 69 men, women, and children,
with a total of $100 in cash among them. These people
made their way westward for a thousand miles, then
split into two groups, one blazing the Oregon Trail
northwest and the other finding a route through the
deserts of northern Nevada and over the towering
Sierra Nevada Mountains into California. By the mid-
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1840's, there were about five thousand Americans in
Oregon and about one thousand in California. The
Oregon settlers were grouped about Lee's Mission in
the Willamette Valley. Those in California were concentrated on the lower Sacramento River, where the
Swiss adventurer named John Sutter had built a fort.
A mood of expansion swept the United States in
those years. Politicians talked of our "manifest destiny"
to rule North America from coast to coast. In 1845 the
voters sent James Knox Polk to the White House to
fulfill this destiny. President Polk moved rapidly and
vigorously. In 1845 he brought the independent Republic of Texas into the United States, less than a
decade after Texas had broken free from Mexican rule.
A year later Polk settled an old boundary dispute with
England that put the United States in control of the
Oregon Territory, which previously had been claimed
in part by Canada. At the same time he engineered a
war with Mexico, by which the nation acquired thousands of square miles of land, much of it desert, in the
Southwest.
Our manifest destiny had been achieved. What remained now was to get a westward migration of real
scope under way. Before long, that migration was triggered by something far more exciting than the hope of
finding farming lands in the West. In the spring of
1848, a shopkeeper named Sam Brannan, who kept
12
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store on the Sacramento River a few miles below the
fort John Sutter had built, appeared in the little port
of San Francisco, carrying a bottle of gold dust. Brannan strode down San Francisco's streets, waving the
bottle on high and shouting, "Gold! Gold from the
American River!"
Gold!
The old dreams of El Dorado were revived. Men
looked toward the sunset and saw the glitter of fortune.
Seeking pay dirt, the "forty-niners" streamed into California to start the first of the great American gold
rushes. The boom was about to begin—the boom that
brought incredible wealth to some, hardship and frustration to most, and left behind as its memorials the
eerie, romantic ghost towns whose hunted ruins stir our
imaginations today.

